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Chapter 1
General Information

CHAPTER 1

R.E.C.E.O.
The number one priority in SRFR’s Mission Statement is “LIFE.” To accomplish our Mission, it is essential we are in 
a Strategy (usually Offensive) that allows us to use tactics to save and protect civilian lives. The tactical priorities 
outlined in R.E.C.E.O. start with rescue and everything we do in the initial phase of operation is centered around 
being able to perform rescue and create the ability and environment for an effective search.

Rescue
Rescuing civilians is our main purpose/mission, but 
rescue without coordinated fire attack is extremely risky 
and should only be performed in extreme cases. Stretch-
ing hose lines for fire attack allows us to complete rescue 
by placing protection between victims and fire as well as 
protecting interior companies.

The initial hose line may encounter victims, on the 
interior, while advancing to the fire and may be required 
to perform rescue instead of extinguishing the fire.  Also, 
depending on what the incident dictates the 1st due 
Engine Company may be required to perform a rescue of 
a known victim(s) before a hose line is stretched and/or 
the fire is attacked.

Exposure
Exposures consist of interior spaces and exterior 
buildings and/or objects. Knowledge of fire location and 
movement will drive our need to get ahead of a fire. 
Hose lines allow us to ensure we stay ahead of rapid-fire 
growth and contain fires to the smallest spaces possible, 
such as rooms or floors, but may be buildings and/or 
blocks of origin. On offensive fires we address interior 
exposures first but defensive fires we consider exterior 
exposures our priority.

Confinement
This is the next tactical priority in the standard evolution 
of fireground tactics. It requires enough knowledge 
regarding fuel load and building construction to 
anticipate what volume of water may be necessary to 
ensure the fire remains in the smallest space possible.

Coupled with the amount of fire on arrival, it should 
guide the initial company officer to select a hose line 
that will effectively deal with the amount of fire present 
on arrival and the estimate of fire spread in the time it 
takes to deploy the initial attack line.

The goal on offensive fires is to confine the fire to the 
space of origin and limit spread to interior exposures. 
The goal of defensive fires is usually confining the fire to 
the building(s) of origin and limiting spread to exterior 
exposures.

extinguishment
Extinguishment is the next tactical priority. Once expo-
sures have been eliminated and the fire is contained to a 
manageable area, the fire must be extinguished by what-
ever means necessary.

Overhaul
Overhaul is the last tactical priority we have but last is not 
necessarily the least important. Overhaul is used to search 
for and extinguish hidden fires. Proper overhaul protects 
life, property, and the environment. There must be bal-
ance between unnecessary destruction of buildings and 
missing hidden fire.

SRFR is committed to eliminating every potential of 
“Rekindle.” This means our crews will spend sufficient 
time performing overhaul while on the scene and in 
many cases may need to return to the scene to ensure no 
fire has been missed that could present itself later.

It may be necessary to work with the Incident 
Commander and Fire Investigator on the timing of 
some of the overhaul. Fire Investigators may request to 
delay areas to be overhauled, so as not to disrupt the 
investigation.

Return to Table of Contents
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4th, 5th, & 6th Subsequent Engine 
Companies
Additional units operating as engine companies shall    
normally be responsible for:

• Other – any other tasks assigned by the Incident 
Commander (IC) as the incident dictates.

* Although not ideal, but may be dictated by the incident, 
a ladder truck with a pump, water, and supply hose may 
be considered an engine company and operate in that 
capacity.

INITIAL ATTACK
The responsibility of the Initial Attack Line:

• Determine location of fire and point of entry.
• Determine proper hose size and nozzle type.
• Estimate the length of the stretch.
• Confine the fire by placing a line between fire and 

victims and/or control most threatened exposure.
• Locate and remove any victims between point of entry 

and fire.
• Extinguish fire.
• Search fire room.

Secondary line
The responsibility of the Secondary Line:

• Assist with the advancement of the attack line.
• Stretch a hoseline of equal or larger size and length of 

attack line.
• Advance secondary line into building through same 

entrance as attack line.
• Protect egress of attack line.
• Be prepared to replace attack line in case of attack line 

failure.
• Search immediate area.
• Transition into a second attack line, if large volume of 

fire dictates need for a second attack line request an 
additional line as the secondary line.

1st Due Engine Company
The 1st due unit operating as an engine company shall 
normally be responsible for:

• Fire Attack – locate, confine, and extinguish the fire. 
The initial attack line in most cases shall go directly 
to the seat of the fire. If possible the hose line should 
be placed between the fire and potential victims or 
exposures.

• Rescue – the initial hose line may encounter victims 
while advancing to the fire and may be required to 
rescue obvious victims instead of extinguishing the fire. 

• Depending on what the incident dictates, the 1st due 
Engine Company will, in most cases, focus on fire attack 
and/or rescue and rely on another Engine Company to 
establish and organize a continuous water supply.

2nd Due Engine Company
The 2nd due unit operating as an engine company       
normally will be responsible for:

• Water Supply  – establish and/or coordinate a 
continuous water supply. 

• Help place attack line in position
• Primary search
• Secondary line (see secondary line section)
• Other – any other tasks assigned by the Incident 

Commander (IC) as the incident dictates.

3rd Due Engine
The 3rd due unit operating as an engine company shall 
normally be responsible for: 

• Establish a supply.
• Supplying Blind Alley – the 3rd due Engine Company 

is usually responsible for supplying the blind alley that 
the 2nd due Engine Company initiated. In instances 
where the distance from the start of the blind alley is 
longer than 1000’, the 3rd due Engine Company may be 
a pumper in a relay pumping evolution or supplying the 
1st due Engine Company from a tender operation.

• Other – any other tasks assigned by the Incident 
Commander (IC) as the incident dictates.

Company assignments

Return to Table of Contents
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Engine Company Rules

1. Always expect fire.

2. We are offensive unless otherwise stated.

3. Place the initial attack line between the fire and 
potential victims. This is usually accomplished by 
stretching through the primary means of egress.

4. When deploying a hoseline, never enter the fire 
area without a charged hoseline, but stretch 
the line as close to the IDLH as possible before 
charging.

5. Get a line on the fire and do it well!

6. When operating above grade or below grade in 
most cases have a line in service to protect means 
of egress.

7. Extinguish all fire before advancing; NEVER PASS 
FIRE.

8. Avoid opposing hose lines.

9. Confine, control, and then extinguish the fire.

10. Notify Command when fire controlled.

11. No more than two (2) interior attack lines should 
be supplied off a single engine, three (3) for a 
compelling reason.

12. If 2¼ is selected for interior operations it should 
have a continuous water supply and two 
companies assigned. 

A.D.U.L.T.S

Advanced Fire on Arrival

Defensive Fire Operations

Unknown Location and Extent of Fire

Large Uncompartmented Area

Tons of Water Needed

Standpipe Operations 

The A.D.U.L.T.S. acronym has been the long standing, 
gold standard, for company officers and crew in 
deciding when it would be appropriate to select 
a medium diameter attack line. For Snohomish 
Regional Fire and Rescue this is our 266 GPM handline. 
Originally developed by a FDNY firefighter preparing 
for a company officer test, A.D.U.L.T.S. has proven to 
be a valued decision-making model for when the 
reach, punch, and penetration of an increased flow is 
warranted over that of a smaller diameter hand line.

Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter 2
Hose evolutions

CHAPTER 2

Scope Description

Each hose evolution has a Description and a Scope. The Description is general information about the hose 
evolution. The Scope is a decision tool that can help officers decide what evolution is appropriate for the specific 
situation. The hose evolutions are intended to be used as a guideline and a basis of operation, but are not 
intended to prevent the officer from deviating from the basic techniques or sequence, if necessary, due to the 
type of apparatus, equipment placement, or personnel. These hose evolutions will ensure efficient operations in 
the majority of incidents, but it is understood that the dynamic nature of a fire response may present a situation 
where a specific hose evolution will not work. In these instances the Snohomish Regional Fire & Rescue is relying 
on the officer to use judgment, training, and experience to intervene and do what is right for the current situation.
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Section 1
Quick Attack - No Supply

Description

Stretch attack line to the incident, attack fire using 
tank water, no supply.

SCOPE

• Preferred tactic for most offensive fire attacks.
• Used in most of the residential and light commercial 

fires.
• Used when 2nd due engine is expected to arrive 

within five minutes of 1st due engine.
• Consider on any other fire where tank water will 

extinguish or positively affect fire behavior.
• If hydrant is less then 200 ft away. Driver to consider 

establishing own water supply.
 
Note

If the distance of the hose stretch is estimated to be 
more than 250’, the engine company should deploy 
the 1 ¾” 500’ rear bulk bed as their first line.  The 
second attack line should then be a 250’ 1¾” bulk bed 
joined by the second 250’ 1¾” bulk bed.  These two 
hose lines will combine to form a hose line equal to or 
greater than the length of the first hose line.

1st Due

Off icer 
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”

Driver 
• Assist hose deployment

Mic 1 
• Deploy attack line

Initial Operations

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 2A Completed Operations

Extended 1¾” 

Description

Extended 1¾” is adding additional 1¾” hose onto a fully 
deployed 250’ crosslay. If the 250’ crosslay is deployed 
in its entirety, and further hose is needed, additional 
1¾” hose can be added to the stretch, not exceeding 
more than 500’ in total. 

SCOPE

• Used when entire 1¾” - 250’ crosslay is deployed, and 
additional hose is needed to make up the balance of 
the stretch. 

Note

If determined to be a long offset 1¾” stretch. The 
engine company shall deploy their 500’ rear bulk 
bed. The evolution is utilized to make up for a 
miscalculation in required hose or to match the 500’ 
bulk bed off the engine.

Off icer
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”

Driver
• Position apparatus for hose deployment
• Brings desired amount of 1¾” hose down range to 

extend hose stretch

Mic 1
• Deploy crosslay
• Identify the need to extend
• Communicates to Officer and Driver need to extend 

the stretch

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 2B
Extended line

Description

2¼” attack line is extended and an 1¾” apartment 
bundle is attached to the 2¼” utilizing a reducer. This 
is to extend the distance that 1¾” can be utilized.

SCOPE

• Used when the fire is estimated to be out of reach of 
the 1¾” bulk bed when an 1 ¾” fire attack is needed.

• 2¼” bulk bed with 100 finish should be deployed so  
the 2½” nozzle with 100ft finish is available near the 
fire, if larger fire flows are required.

Note

Move 100’ finish of 2¼” with nozzle down range next to 
connection of 1¾”, in case fire larger than 1¾”.

Off icer
• Order “Extended Line”
• Assist in hose deployment

Driver
• Position apparatus for hose deployment
• Brings desired amount of 2¼” hose down range to 

extend hose stretch

Mic 1
• Shoulder 1¾” bundle
• Connect 1¾” bundle to 2¼” bundle

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 3
Forward Supply — Attack line 

Description

The 1st due engine lays LDH forward from the hydrant, 
to the incident, and attacks the fire.

SCOPE

• Provides for a continuous water supply.
• Used when 2nd due engine is expected to arrived 

greater than 5 min. after 1st due engine.
• Expected fire flows of less than 500 gpm (if greater, 

consider a 2nd due engine to boost pressure at the 
hydrant).

• Used when additional engines are delayed or not 
available to establish water supply.

• Consider for 2¼” offensive attack.

1st Due

Off icer 
• Orders “Forward Supply”
• Can deploy attack line if still waiting for Nozzle

Driver
• Advise Nozzle when ready for water
• Assist hose deployment

Mic 1 
• Remove hydrant bag and Galvin
• Remove LDH from hosebed
• Charge hydrant when confirmed with driver

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 4

Description

1st due engine stretches an attack line to the incident 
and attacks fire using tank water. 2nd due engine goes 
directly to the scene, without establishing a hydrant 
supply, and provides the 1st due engine with tank wa-
ter. 2nd due engine is then responsible for establishing 
either a continuous water supply by hydrant or addi-
tional tanks of water.

SCOPE

• Increases the potential for an effective offensive 
fire attack, using tank water from 1st and 2nd due 
engines.

• Used in offensive fire attacks where the officer 
determines two tanks of water will either extinguish 
the fire or make significant progress on slowing the 
fire spread before a continuous supply is established.

• Used in offensive fire attacks where no hydrants are 
available or long hydrant lays would cause a delay in 
fire attack.

Notes

The Two Engine Attack is the preferred method to 
supply the fire attack on most offensive fire respones.

Two Engine Attack

1st Due

Off icer 
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”
• Advise 2nd due to “Give your tank water to first due 

engine.”
• Provide assignment for balance of 2nd due crew.

Driver
• Assist with hose deployment as needed
• Stretch 3” Green hose for 2nd due to supply their 

tank water

Mic 1
• Deploy Attack Line

2nd Due

Off icer
• Orders Driver to “Give your tank water to first due 

engine”
• Proceed to assignment

Driver
• Give 1st due tank water using 3” hose from 1st due
• If/when water supply is established, LDH supply goes 

into Engine 2

Mic 1
• Proceed to assignment with Officer

Initial Operations

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 4
Two Engine Attack Continued

CAPACITY

500 Gallons - E81, E82, E31A

570 Gallons - E33, E71, E73, E76, E77

700 Gallons - E31, E32 

750 Gallons - E81A

1000 Gallons - E71A, E83

TIME IN YOUR TANK

North (N)

E81 + E82 = 6 minutes 15 seconds

E81 + E83 = 9 minutes 24 seconds

West (W)

E71 + E76 = 7 minutes 6 seconds

East (E)

E31 + E32 = 8 minutes 15 seconds

E31 + E33 = 7 minutes 54 seconds
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Section 5A
Blind Alley

Description

1st due engine commits down a long driveway or 
street and starts fire attack using a Quick Attack. 2nd 
due engine lays LDH to 1st due engine, supplies 1st 
due engine with tank water. 3rd due engine connects 
to LDH and supplies 2nd due engine from hydrant, 
portable tank, tender, or water shuttle.

SCOPE

• Increases the potential for an effective offensive 
fire attack, using tank water from 1st and 2nd due 
engines.

• Used when the 1st due engine must commit down a 
long driveway or street, without an available hydrant.

• Used by the 2nd and 3rd due engines to supply the 
1st due engine, after 1st due engine has committed 
down a long driveway or street for fire attack.

• In special circumstances, when there is only enough 
room for the 1st due engine to commit down a long 
driveway or street, the 1st due may elect to lay the 
LDH for the supply.

1st Due
Off icer
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”
• Advise 2nd due to lay “Blind Alley”

Driver
• Assist with hose deployment as needed

Mic 1
• Deploy Attack Line

2nd Due
Off icer
• Order “Blind Alley”

Driver
• Give 1st due Engine tank water
• Connect blind alley to 2nd due engine

Mic 1
• Remove hydrant bag and box light
• Remove LDH, announce drive, and allow 1st coupling 

to hit the ground
• Deploy blind alley
• Proceed to assignment with Officer

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 5B
3rd Due Reverse From Blind Alley

Description

Used by 3rd due engine to supply 2nd due engine, using a 
Reverse from the Blind Alley to the hydrant.

SCOPE

• When fire flow is expected to be over 500 gpm and/or the 
LDH lay is over 500 ft. the 3rd due engine should Reverse to 
hydrant and be prepared to boost pressure.

• In special circumstances, when there is only enough room for 
the 1st due engine to commit down a long driveway or street, 
the 1st due may elect to lay the LDH for the supply and be 
supplied by 2nd due engine.

 
3rd Due

Off icer
• Order “Reverse Supply Blind Alley”
• Proceed to assignment

Driver 
• Reverse LDH to hydrant
• Charge hydrant
• Supply blind alley when ordered from 2nd due

Mic 1
• Deploy LDH
• Connect reverse supply to blind alley
• Proceed to assignment with Officer

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 5C
3rd Due Forward To Blind Alley

Description

Used by 3rd due engine to supply 2nd due engine, by 
using a Forward from the hydrant to the Blind Alley.

SCOPE

• When fire flow is expected to be less than 500 gpm 
and/or the LDH lay is less than 500 ft. The 3rd due 
engine can lay a forward to the Blind Alley, connect 
to LDH, and charge the hydrant.

• In special circumstances, the 1st due may elect to lay 
the LDH for the supply and be supplied by 2nd due 
engine.

• On long hose lays, it may be necessary for the 3rd 
due engine to remain in the supply, as part of a relay 
pumping operation.

3rd Due

Off icer
• Order “Forward Supply”
• Proceed to assignment

Driver
• Connect forward supply to blind alley
• Advise Mic 1 when ready for water

Mic 1
• Remove hydrant bag and Galvin
• Charge hydrant when ordered from 3rd due Driver
• Proceed to assignment with Officer

Completed Operations

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 5D
Forward to 1st due engine

Description

Single LDH utilizing one engine company laying forward from              
a hydrant to the incident.

SCOPE

• Provides for a continuous water supply.
• Expected fire flow of less than 500 gpm.
• Distance from hydrant to attack engine or blind alley is less         

than 500 ft.
 
1st Due

Off icer 
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”

Driver
• Advise 2nd due Nozzle when ready for water

Mic 1
• Deploy Attack Line

2nd Due

Off icer
• Order “Forward Supply
• Proceed to assignment

Driver
• Connect LDH to 1st Due

Mic 1
• Remove hydrant bag and Galvin
• Charge hydrant when ordered from 1st due Driver

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 5E
Reverse from 1st due engine

Description

Single LDH utilizing one engine company laying 
reverse from incident to hydrant.

SCOPE

• Provides for continuous water supply.
• Expected fire flows are greater than 500 gpm.
• Distance from attack engine or blind alley is greater 

than 500 ft.

1st Due

Off icer
• Order “Stretch an attack line.”

Driver
• Advise 2nd due driver when ready for water

Mic 1
• Deploy attack line

2nd Due

Off icer 
• Orders “Reverse Supply” 
• Proceed to assignment

Driver
• Secure hydrant
• Supply LDH when ordered from 1st due driver

Mic 1
• Deploy LDH
• Connect LDH to 1st Due
• Proceed to assignment with Officer

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 5F
Sprinkler/Standpipe Supply

Description

A single LHD supply line to a sprinkler/standpipe sys-
tem utilizing one engine. 

SCOPE

• Used to provide continuous supply of water to a 
building’s sprinkler system or standpipe.

• The 1st due engine company is most often involved 
in recon or fire attack, so the FDC is usually supplied 
by 2nd due or latter arriving engine companies 
depending on the needs of the incident.

2nd Due or later arriving engine 
companies

Off icer 
• Order crew to “Supply Sprinkler/Standpipe”

Driver 
• Lay LDH to hydrant
• Charge hydrant
• Pump sprinkler/standpipe

Mic 1
• Remove double male, 2½” to Storz adapter, and 

spanner wrench
• Deploy LDH
• Connect 4” LDH reverse supply to FDC 

Initial Operation
INITIAL OperationS

HYDRANT Operations

CompleteD Operations

Hydrant BagLDH

LDH

To FDC

LDH FDC

Hydrant Bag

D/O Hydrant Tools

E1

E1

W
O
LF

PA
CK

R
U
LES

Pierce 1

1

F
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Section 6A
Tender supply with water shuttle

Description

1st due engine commits down a long driveway or street 
and starts fire attack using a Quick Attack. 2nd due 
engine lays LDH to 1st due engine, supplies 1st due engine 
with tank water. 3rd due engine connects to LDH and 
supplies 2nd due engine as a pumper in a water shuttle.

SCOPE

• 3rd due engine supplies fire attack utilizing water from 
multiple units in a water shuttle operation.

• In special circumstances, when there is only enough 
room for the 1st due engine to commit down a long 
driveway or street, the 1st due may elect to lay the LDH 
for the supply and then be supplied by the 2nd due 
engine.

3rd Due

Off icer
• Orders crew “Tender Supply Blind Alley”
• Establish “Water Supply Officer”

Driver
• Positions apparatus to facilitate tender supply
• Connect to blind alley

Mic 1
• Removes hydrant bag pulls supply hose to rear of 

engine
• Remove 4” to 2½” gated wye or manifold and pulls two 

(2) pony sections
• Connects supply and pony sections to manifold and 

readies for supply

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 6B
Tender Supply

With Portable water tank

Description

1st due engine commits down a long driveway or
street and starts fire attack using a Quick Attack.
2nd due engine lays LDH to 1st due engine
supplies 1st due engine with tank water. 3rd due
engine connects to LDH and supplies 2nd due
engine by drafting from a portable tank.

SCOPE

• 3rd due engine supplies fire attack utilizing water from a portable 
tank operation.

• In special circumstances, when there is only enough room for the 
1st due engine to commit down a long driveway or street, the 1st 
due may elect to lay the LDH for the supply and then be supplied 
by the 2nd due engine.

3rd Due

Off icer
• Orders crew to set up “Portable Tank”
• Establishes “Water Supply Officer”

Driver
• Position apparatus to draft from portable tank

Mic 1
• Assists in portable tank set-up

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 7
MONITOR Reverse

Description

A single LDH supply utilizing one engine company 
laying reverse from the incident to a hydrant. Monitor 
appliance off-loaded at incident prior to engine laying 
to hydrant. 

SCOPE

Used to provide a continuous water supply with LDH, 
to a master stream, where large flows of water are 
anticipated. 
• Allows the engine to remain outside a designated 

collapse zone, safety zone, or exclusionary zone.

1st Due

Off icer
• Order “Monitor Reverse”
• Assist Nozzle in removing equipment as needed

Driver 
• Charge hydrant
• Supplies LDH

Mic 1
• Remove monitor, base, chain, and spike 
• Deploy LDH
• Anchors monitor

Return to Table of Contents

Initial OperationS

Hydrant OperationS

Completed OperationS A

Completed OperationS B

(ANCHORED TO OBJECT)

(ANCHORED WITH WEBBING)

Ground Monitor

LDH

LDH

Hydrant Bag & Galvin

LDH

LDH

To Monitor

E1
E1

E1
E1

Hydrant Bag & Galvin

Hydrant Bag & Galvin

Minimum
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Section 8
Standpipe operations

Description

Use of the internal standpipe system, supplied by the Fire Depart-
ment Connection (FDC), for interior fire operations. 

SCOPE

• Used to provide continuous supply of water to a buildings 
standpipe system which will supply interior attack lines. 

• A reverse supply is preferred to get the supply engine out 
of the collapse zone and leave room for additional fire units                     
near the building. 

Off icer
• Order “Take Standpipe”
• Ascends stairwell checking valves, not entering IDLH atmosphere
• Communicate with 2nd due what floor you’re operating on and 

amount of hose deployed

Driver 
• Ascend stairs with 1¾” hose bundle and standpipe kit
• Assemble the gauge onto standpipe

Mic 1
• Ascend stairs with 1¾” hose bundle and rope bag
• Stretch the 100ft. bundle and add 2nd bundle to the 1st bundle if 

stretch is longer than 100 ft. 

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 9
Portable Standpipe

Description

A hose line is hoisted to upper floors, secured with hose strap, and 
connected to a bundle for fire attack. 

SCOPE

• Used in an investigative mode when trying to locate fire and 
determine proper location to deploy portable standpipe. 

• Used on above grade fires in buildings that do not have an 
operating standpipe.

• Used on above grade fires in buildings with a standpipe and is 
determined to be more effective to use in place of the standpipe. 

Note

Hoisted hose can be 1¾” or 2¼”. 1¾” is acceptable up to             
500 ft. total length, up to 5 stories.  

1st Due

Off icer
• Order “Portable Standpipe”
• Enters building with crew to locate fire and location to              

deploy portable standpipe
• Communicate with 2nd due what floor operating on, location 

portable standpipe will be deployed and amount of hose deployed 
• Provide assignment for balance of 2nd due crew

Driver 
• Enters building with 1¾” hose bundle 
• Drop rope bag and hoist up hose, once Officer determines      

location to deploy portable standpipe
• Once hoseline is raised, secure with hose strap
• Connect hoisted hose line to deployed bundle

Mic 1
• Enters building with 1¾” hose bundle and rope bag
• Stretch the 100ft. bundle and add 2nd bundle to 1st bundle if  

stretch is longer than 100ft.   

2nd Due

• Supplies portable standpipe
• Proceeds to assignement

Return to Table of Contents
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Section 10
Emergency Mass
 Decontamination

Description

Hazardous Materials or Weapons of Mass Deconstruc-
tion decontamination operation. Water supply estab-
lished by two engine companies, that are positioned in 
a “V” formation, to create a decontamination corridor. 

SCOPE
Used to grossly field decontaminate large numbers of 
victims exposed to chemical, biological, radiological 
and/or nuclear (CBRN) agents. 

Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 3
Apparatus hose loads

CHAPTER 3

Large Diameter Hose (LDH)

• LDH Sections within the hose bed are eight (8) 100’ 
lengths, and the last four (4) are 50’ length, all are 
coupled with Storz fittings. *N Only*

• LDH Sections within the hose bed are ten (10) 100’ 
lengths, and the last one (1) is a 50’ length, all are 
coupled with Storz fittings. *E/W Only*

• LDH shall be loaded flat with the 1st coupling starting 
at the front of the hose bed. The front is considered 
closest to the cab.

• For safety, couplings shall be staggered within 24” 
of the rear of the hose bed. Couplings shall be laid in 
such a manner that they will pay out without having 
to flip over.

• The final 15 ft. shall be folded into a straight finish 
wrapped with a hose strap.

Apparatus Hose Inventory

• 100’ 1¾” Bumper line including Combo Nozzle
• 250’ 1¾” Bulk Bed including 100’ Finish & SB Nozzle
• 250’ 1¾” Bulk Bed including 100’ Finish & SB Nozzle
• 500’ 1¾” Bulk Bed including 100’ Finish & SB Nozzle
• 250’ 3” with RAM
• 100’ 1¾” Bundle with SB Nozzle & Reducer
• 100’ 1¾” Bundle with SB Nozzle & Reducer
• 500’ 2¼” Bulk Bed including 100’ Finish & 1⅛” Tip
• 1000’ eight (8) 100’ sections & four (4) 50’ section *N*
• 1050’ ten 100’ sections & one (1) 50’ section *E/W*

* E & W LDH will be finished as (N) when hose is 
purchased. 
**E83 has different hose compliment, due to tank size

100’ Finish

Hose Bundle with smooth bore nozzle, 1½” - 2½” swivel reducer, and two 
ties.

Hose Bundle

Hose Bundle with smooth bore nozzle and one tie.

Return to Table of Contents



30 Bulk Beds
Apparatus hose loads

Bulk Beds

Snohomish Regional Fire and Rescue (SRFR) utilizes a bulk bed hose load for all engine companies primary attack 
lines. A bulk bed hose load is defined as a hose load that is not pre-connected to an apparatus discharge, in some 
teachings this hose load is also referred to as “dead load” or a “static load.” While there is no shortage of different 
hose loads throughout the fire service, each with their own positive attributes, SRFR has found the versatility 
provided by the bulk bed allows our engine companies to meet the challenges presented within our diverse 
response area. In the event of needing to stretch hose a short distance, long distance, or anywhere in between, the 
bulk bed hose load allows the engine company to deploy a desired amount of hose and leave the remainder of the 
loaded hose in the hose bed. 

Return to Table of Contents



31 Tie Rope
A.K.A the quick release hitch

Take a piece of rope and tie a figure eight on a bight on one end (1). Place the rope on the opposite side of the hose 
with the knot at the top (2). Make sure to stay off the “brass”. Take a bight through the loop of the knot (3) and cinch it 
tight (4). 

Create another bight (5) and pull it through the other bight (6). Pull the standing end to release it

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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APPARATUS HYDRANT BAG INVENTORY

Hydrant Bag

Hydrant Wrench

Corey Wrench

2 Storz Spanners

2 Universal Spanners

4” Storz to 5” Storz

4½" NST to 4" Storz

4" NST to 4" Storz

Gate Valve

2½" Female to 4” Storz

2½” Double Male

STANDPIPE KIT

Standpipe Bag

2½" nozzle with 1⅛” tip

Gauge

45˚elbow

2½” gate valve

Pipe wrench

1½” Red poly nozzle

2 x spanner wrenches

8 x wedges

Wire brush

1½” female to 2½” male

Inventories
Hydrant bag and standpipe 

kit

Select the image above to view  Brass Tacks and Hard Facts video

Return to Table of Contents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjKlWEKEvuw
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FIRST OUT ENGINE/LADDER
E31 - Red

E31 - Purple

E33 - Yellow

L33 - Yellow/White

E71 - Almond

L72 - White

E73 - Orange

E76 - Green

E77 - Blue

E81 - Grey

E82 - Lime Green

E83 - Gold

RESERVE ENGINE
E31A - Red/Brown

E71A - Almond/Brown

E82A - Lime Green/Brown

Apparatus
Inventory Colors

TENDER
T31 - Red/Mint

T71- Mint

T83 - Gold/Mint

BRUSH
BR31 - Red/Black

BR31A - Red/Black/Red

BR33 - Yellow/Black

BR71 - Black

BR81 - Grey/Black

BR81A - Grey/Black/Grey

TRAINING DIVISION
Pink

Return to Table of Contents



34 Equipment Spec Sheet
Part 1

THREADING

NH/NST (National hose/national standard thread)

“PET” (Puyallup/Everett/Tacoma)  

GHT (Garden Hose Thread)  

NPSH (National Pipe Straight Hose)

HYDRANT COLORS

Blue Hydrant = 1500+ 

Green Hydrant = 1000-1500 GPM  

Orange Hydrant = 500-1000 GPM

Red Hydrant = 500 GPM and under 

AMOUNT OF WATER IN LINE

• 100 ft 1¾” = 12.8 Gallons                          50 ft. = 6.8

• 100 ft 2¼” = 20.6 Gallons                        50 ft. = 10.3

• 100 ft 2½” = 33.8 Gallons                        50 ft. = 16.9

• 100 ft 3” =  36.8 Gallons                           50 ft. = 18.4

• 100 ft 4” = 65.2 Gallons                            50 ft. = 32.6

ATTACK LINE FRICTION LOSS

• 1¾” PONN: 21 PSI / 100 ft (1.92” dia.) @ 160 gpm

• 2¼” MaTex: 20 PSI / 100 ft (2.25” dia.) @ 265 gpm

• 2½” PONN: 11 PSI / 100 ft (2.88” dia.) @ 266 gpm

• 1¾” MaTex: 30 PSI /100 ft (1.77” dia.) @ 160 gpm

• 3” =  25 PSI/ 100ft @ 500 gpm

The Freeman Ratio

Developed by John Freeman in the late 1800’s and still 
very relevant today, states that the nozzle orifice diameter 
should be half of the hose diameter. Dennis LeGear also 
speaks to finding balance with the Freeman Ratio and 
hose construction as well as nozzle reaction.

Click on the image above to watch The Freeman Ratio Video

Return to Table of Contents

https://vimeo.com/301007093
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Brand: USF - United Fire Safety 1575
Type: Combination
Size: 1½”
PSI: 100 MAX
GPM: 75 (Spray/Straight)
Nozzle Reaction: ---
Effective Reach: 60 FT
Total Reach: ---
Thread Type: NST
Valve Type: Screw
Material: Polycarbonate (Plas-
tic)
CFM’s: ---
Location: Standpipe Kit

Brand: Brass Twist Nozzle (GHT)
Type: Combination
Size: ¾” (⅝” hose)
PSI: 250 MAX
GPM: 4-8 (Spray/Straight)
Nozzle Reaction: ---
Effective Reach: ---
Total Reach: 35-45 ft (Approx.)
Thread Type: GHT
Valve Type: Screw
Material: Brass
CFM’s: ---
Location: Wildland

Brand: TFT (Task Force Tips)
Type: Combination
Size: 1”
PSI: 100
GPM: 10-125 (Spray/Straight)
Nozzle Reaction: ---
Effective Reach: 20ft
Total Reach: 50 ft 
Thread Type: NST
Valve Type: Slide Valve
Material: Aluminum
CFM’s: ---
Location: Booster Line

Brand: Generic (Forestry Nozzle)
Type: Combination (Twin Tip)
Size: 1” (¾” GHT Outlets)
PSI: 100 (300 MAX)
GPM: 3-10 (Spray/Straight)
Nozzle Reaction: ---
Effective Reach: ---
Total Reach: 35-45 ft (Approx.)
Thread Type: NPSH
Valve Type: Ball
Material: Cast Aluminum
CFM’s: ---
Location: Wildland

Brand: Elkhart XD (XD Shutoff)
Type: Smooth Bore
Size: 1.5” Inlet/Outlet
Tip: ⅞” - Short Barrel (187-XD)
PSI: 50
GPM: 160
Nozzle Reaction: 60lbs.
Effective Reach: 35 ft
Total Reach: 105 ft
Thread Type: NH
Valve Type: Full Ball
Material: Aluminum
CFM’s: 5,000-9,000 ( O- pat-
tern)
Location: 1¾” handlines (exc. 
bumper)

Brand: Elkhart Chief XD (XD Shutoff)
Type: Combination 
Size: 1.5” inlet/Outlet 
Tip: 1.5” mid-range
PSI: 50
GPM: 175
Nozzle Reaction: 62lbs
Effective Reach: 35 ft
Total Reach: 110 ft 
Thread Type: NH
Valve Type: Full Ball
Material: Aluminum
CFM’s: 12,000 - 15,000
Location: Bumperline

Equipment Spec Sheet
Part 2

Return to Table of Contents
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Equipment Spec Sheet
Part 3

Brand: Elkhart XD (XD Shutoff)
Type: Smooth Bore
Size: 2½” Inlet/ 1½” Outlet 
Tip: 1⅛” - Short Barrel (187 XD)
PSI: 50
GPM: 266
Nozzle Reaction: 99 lbs.
Effective Reach: 45 ft
Total Reach: 80 ft
Thread Type: NH
Valve Type: Full Ball
Material: Aluminum
Location: 2¼” handlines

Brand: Elkhart Chief (XD Shutoff)
Type: Combination
Size: 2½” Inlet/ 1½” Outlet 
TIP: 1½” High-Range
PSI: 50
GPM: 250
Nozzle Reaction: 85 lbs.
Effective Reach: 45 ft
Total Reach: 80 ft
Thread Type: NH
Valve Type: Full Ball
Material: Aluminum 
Location: Engineer Compartment

Brand: Elkhart Stinger 2.0
Type: Ground Monitor
Size: 4” Inlet (Stortz) / 2½” Outlet

Tip 1⅜” 1½” 1¾” 2”

PSI 80 80 80 80

GPM 500 600 800 1000

Eff. 
Reach

100 ft 100 ft 85 ft 75 ft

Total 
Reach

180 ft 195 ft 195 ft 170 ft

Thread Type: NH
Valve Type: Full Ball
Material: Aluminum Alloy
Location: Crow’s Nest (Top of Engine)

Brand: Elkhart RAM
Type: Ground Monitor
Size: 2½” Inlet/ Outlet 
TIP: 1⅜” Deluge - Smooth Bore
PSI: 75
GPM: 500
Nozzle Reaction: 200
Effective Reach: 100 ft
Total Reach: 150 ft
Thread Type: NH

Brass Tacks and Hard facts video links

• How to Measure Nozzle Pressure
• Gated Wye Operations: Part 1
• Gated Wye Operations: Part 2
• Split Ball vs. Full Round Ball Shutoff

Return to Table of Contents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1-_R0vsaXI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3S1UfIB0P5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FosW_DrY45I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbm78qBcmYY
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Reference 1 Reference 2

Equipment Spec Sheet
RAM XD

RAM XD Manual RAM XD Overview Video

Return to Table of Contents

Flowing Water

Verify that there are no kinks in the hose line connected 
to the RAM XD. Also make sure that there is at least 20 
feet of hose feeding into the RAM XD in direct line of 
the RAM XD’s flow path for best quality of stream. 

• Max distance deployed with 2½” @ 500 gpm is 300 ft.
• In most circumstances it is not advantageous to 

utilize the RAM as an interior line. 

Description

The RAM XD (Rapid Attack Monitor) is designed to 
provide the firefighter/rescue personnel an efficient 
and distinct advantage in the application of water or 
foam at an incident site. This product is a lightweight 
aluminum device designed to a single operator the 
ability to deliver 500 GPM of water as necessary. 

System Specifications

• 8296 RAM XD Monitor 
• Max Flow Rating 500 GPM (1893 LPM) 
• 1⅜” Nozzle at 75 PSI gives you 500 GPM and 400 GPM 

at 50psi 
• Max Operating Pressure 150 PSI (10.3 BAR) 
• Inlet Size 2½“ Female NHT Free Swivel 
• Outlet Size 2½” Male NHT 
• Travel V: +14° to +51° (Manned) 
• V: +35° to +51° (Unmanned) 
• H: 20° in both directions (40°) 
• Movement: Manual 
• Certifications CE 
• The unique flow path generated by the lower and 

upper waterway pivot points provides two specific 
advantages. (1) The two pivot points provide a 
smoother waterway transition through its most 
extreme bends which improves stream quality. (2) 
The offset configuration of the two pivot points create 
a condition where the reaction force of the water 
acting on the upper pivot point, if sufficient, will 
cause the nozzle to rotate upward about the lower 
pivot point. This produces a self-correcting increase 
in nozzle angle to protect against possibly dangerous 
unmanned use of the monitor at nozzle angles less 
than 35 degrees above horizontal. The hydraulic effect 
of the Safety System is active at approximately 350 
GPM. The Safety System is patent pending.

https://www.elkhartbrass.com/files/aa/downloads/manuals/98293050_RAMXD_manual_RevA.pdf
https://vimeo.com/427526482
http://www.elkhartbrass.com/files/aa/downloads/manuals/98293050_RAMXD_manual_RevA.pdf 
https://vimeo.com/427526482
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Chapter 4
The triplets

CHAPTER 4

The objective of the attacking handline is to: Take, 
Make, and Control space.  

Technically speaking, our stream must be able to do 
the following: Reach, CoaT, Seal. 

In order, the benchmarks for environmental control 
are: Cooling, return, and lift. 

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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Take, Make, and Control
The What

Take

To TAKE the space is to use the full reach of the stream. Doing so affects the environment in front 
of the team for the better, controlling the temperature and pressure gradient. It systematically puts 
water between victims, interior exposures, and firefighters, creating survivable space. We exist for 

that space. 

Make

To MAKE space is to stop the production of heat. When combined with cooling, we contract the 
hot, toxic gases. We must physically cool down the solid fuels and gases to begin compression. 

Control
 

Flowing handlines gains CONTROL by making the fire react to us, NOT the other way around.
 

It’s GPM vs. Heat Release Rate

The faster we overcome the HRR and control the environment, the better we make conditions for 
everyone. We must overwhelm  the combustion reaction. 

Stop combustion

Our water must be able to hit what is actually combusting in order to stop gas production. The 
stream has to be of sufficient mass velocity to penetrate the thermal column. 

Attack from high to low

Attack the fire in a manner that deals with the highest-temperature, most-volatile solids and gases 
first. The greatest threat is above. 

Cool the environment and get compression

We must cool the environment with a stream of sufficient volume that stops combustion (and the 
production of gases) and causes cooling/compression of gases in this superheated environment

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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Reach, Coat, and Seal
THe how

Reach 

Get water down range. Use the reach of the stream to do work out ahead. Water acts like the 
tip of the spear. 

Coat 

Think of solids as being of two variety, burn vs. battery. A “battery-material” will absorb heat 
until it becomes exothermic and then an ignition source, often distal from the seat. A “burn-

material” is a material that supports combustion. Copious water deals with both material 
types, when it’s delivered to the solid’s surface. Water must coat solid fuel to remove the heat 

and stop gas production, preventing the heat from re-radiating into the environment. 
 

Seal

A moving handline creates a high-pressure front. In conjunction with the cooling effects of 
water, the handline moves the products of combustion away and draws fresh air into the 
compartment behind. Gain control of the space, then work the stream ahead to the next 
space. The goal is to move the products of combustion away from the interior exposures.   

High - Low

Into the walls and ceiling, then down onto the seat — attacking upper register first in an 
Inverted-U motion. Then sweep the floor to complete the O motion. Done in anything later 
than incipient stage. This is Plan A regardless of fire stage, because it deals with everything. 

Low

Water directly on what is burning. Only for an incipient stage fire. You have to know it won’t 
cause undue harm to you or someone inside.  

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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Cooling, return, and lift
The Outcome

Cooling

You must sufficiently cool the box you are in to get the benefits of gas contraction and to stop combustion. We need 
to get the environment cooling and contracting. Flow for effect, you must flow long enough to get control over the 
space. The solids must be cooled and the environment must be contracting. Shutting the line off before it cools the 

environment can have hazardous effects. 

return

We are looking for a high level of water return at floor level. Water must be able to penetrate the thermal column, 
stop combustion, and the remaining water must be able to fall back through the column without vaporizing. Short 

burst of water to “test” the overhead have been prove to NOT be a reliable diagnostic tool in isolation. We don’t pencil.

Lift 

The suspended products of combustion LIFT as gases in the compartment cool and contract. In cases where this 
LIFT is less efficient, a cool environment is more survivable. LIFT can still occur with little to no ventilation. It’s based 

on multiple variables. It is convenient, but not required if the space is cooled down. LIFT is good but not required. 

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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Jargon
Fire Attack Commands

Forward
Move forward. 

Stop
Stop moving forward and stop flowing water. 

Hold
Stop moving but continue the flow of water. 

Push
Flow and move fire attack from the knee walk position. 

Bump - Up
Command for the heel to advance forward to the next friction point or to come forward assist with a task.

Back Wall
Direct the stream to the off angle. Normally done in the fire room or at junctions. 

Heel
The heel position is the designator for whoever the second person on the hose line behind the nozzle position. Most 
commonly it will be the company officer during initial operations. If staffing allows, the company officer should be 

freed up from the heel position by another person. This will allow for that officer to monitor fire conditions, crew 
progress, radio traffic, and anticipate further needs.

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents
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Each hose deployment for interior operations is broken into two components. The first being, rig to door, or the 
required amount of hose needed to reach the point of entry. The second being, door to seat, or the required amount 
of hose needed to make it from the point of entry to the seat of the fire. While there are several teachings for 
estimating how much hose is required for a given size building, most requiring some sort of field math equation, the 
most proficient method has been developed by a collection of experience at the SCFTA. The most proficient method 
is what we will utilize the vast majority of the time. However, there is a possibility we might utilize a different method, 
depending on what is happening. The following outlines what a nozzle position should expect for their needed 
amount of hose inside of a structure.

• For an apartment the nozzle position should have 50’ of hose deployed for interior utilization, at the point of entry.
• For a rambler or split level house the nozzle position should have 75’ of hose deployed for interior utilization, at the 

point of entry.
• For a two story house the nozzle position should have 100’ to 125’ (large two story) of hose deployed for interior 

utilization, at the point of entry.

Estimating the needed amount of hose for inside of a building should allow for that attack line to reach every corner 
of the building once charged. A hose deployed completed in it’s entirety will be the rig to door portion, plus the 
door to seat portion, equaling a completed hose stretch. While each structure has the ability to present its own set 
of  challenges, these hose estimate numbers will give any nozzle position firefighter a good starting point to put in 
service the correct amount of hose the first time. 

Chapter 5
Estimating the Stretch

CHAPTER 5

Return to Table of Contents
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Accordion Forward

This is the fastest and cleanest stretch of those shown. The hose never leaves the nozzle-person’s hands and only one 
run at the target is being made by the nozzle-team. 

The forward third of the hose is always the neatest, as it is the managed bit of the load. Therefore, this section of the 
hose is the easiest to manipulate. 

This deployment requires the person on the nozzle to start their stretch by dropping the load away from the 
structure and stretch toward the target. This stretch can be used in nearly any situation and is simple, fast, and clean. 

This is a universal stretch in that it will work from any standard hose-load: it can be deployed from the ground, back 
of the rig, or shoulder. Most important is that it works in failure as well as perfection. It sets the stage for a rapid 
advance, as it lays the hose in a manner than the “heel” person can easily determine where to position themselves on 
the line to continue the stretch efficiently. 

With the hose on your right shoulder move your right hand and grasp the nozzle, the left hand grabs roughly the 
middle bight(s) of the shouldered load. 

Drop your right shoulder, dumping the shouldered hose onto the ground, while maintaining your grip on the bight 
and the nozzle. Stretch the line towards the objective. 

Ideally, the nozzle person will drop their bundle once they have lined themselves up with the target. If a straight 
approach is not possible, the nozzle person will drop and drag the hose while advancing using proper angles to 
prevent the line getting tangled upon approach. 

Typically, don’t drop the shouldered hose for an “Accordion Forward” until you have cornered to lay in straight, the 
“Accordion Forward” is fast, clean and simple.

Section 1a
Accordion Forward

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents

Click here for “Accordion Forward” 
video

https://vimeo.com/591698391
https://vimeo.com/591698391
https://vimeo.com/591698391
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V-Split 

While the hose is still on the shoulder split the bights in half, using the same hand patter as an “Accordion Forward.”

The right hand takes the nozzle and the bottom half of the bights, left hand takes the top bights. Drop the bundle 
holding the two sections, and take a few steps towards the target, opening the bundle up. 

The middle bight will be exposed via the split.

Grab the two bights adjacent to the middle bight which is exposed. By pulling those two bights back the distance of 
travel is shorter. 

Section 1b
“V” Split

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents

Click here for “V-Split” video

https://vimeo.com/591699276
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Section 1C
Coil

Coil

This deployment is meant only for confined areas where an alternative stretch is not an option. 

The finish is slower and can present a footing issue if left on the ground. In addition, in a reduced visibility 
environment this stretch has a potential to become a mess if the nozzle-person makes a mistake. 

There are several ways to throw this finish. The best practice is to set the bundle down, keeping the forward third as 
neat as possible. Work the flakes a foot or so behind the shank, as this bit of hose is typically kept clean via the grip or 
tie ropes. 

There is no need to clean up the forward or rear bight if they have become out of sequence while setting the bundle 
down. The bight will clean up when the stretch is thrown and then charged. 

Move the nozzle to the knee, the next flake to the arm, alternate until the line is divided. Toss the arm section away 
from you and charge the line. 

Courtesy of Aaron Fields Return to Table of Contents

Click here for “Coil” video

https://vimeo.com/591698809
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